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Claudia Procula comes alive to 21st century readers in intriguing and
provocative ways. The daughter of the last Oracle at Delphi, Claudia has
suppressed the secrets of her birth, extensive education and marriage to the
notorious 5th Prelate of Judea, Pontius Pilate until just before her death at
seventy-nine.
‘They were the faces of my dreams. Men, women and children,
mouths open in joyous shouts made soundless by the din of hundreds of
marching feet. The people lined the narrow streets, the wealthier watching
from their palace rooftops, their children tossing brightly colored scarves
upon the phalanxes of soldiers. The lead Centurion held the shield of
Tiberius steadily aloft: S.P.Q.R. Senātus Populusque Rōmānus (The Roman
Senate and People.) The Legionnaire moved it only when an errant puff of
color landed on the scarlet standard, momentarily obscuring the golden eagle
glittering in the bright sunlight.
“He has had his arms raised for how many hours now? Shouldn’t there
be a Joshua to help this Moses?” I suppressed a smile at my wittiness, knowing better than to voice the thought aloud. My ladies would be shocked by
my allusion to the great Jewish prophet. Well aware of my reputation as an
empty-headed nitwit among those who served my husband, such low expectations had served me well. Best to maintain the fiction.’
In a surprising total change of genre and style, Lin Wilder, author of
the award-winning Dr. Lindsey McCall medical mystery series comes her
latest novel, I, Claudia. One guaranteed to captivate readers of all genres.
Wilder’s love of research and intrigue weave together well-known historical
figures like Seneca, Socrates and Pontius Pilate in stunningly creative ways.
Lin Weeks Wilder has published dozens of articles, wrote a textbook, and
has written four self-help books. Lin has written three medical thrillers
situated in Houston, Texas where Lin worked for over 23 years—The
Fragrance Shed by a Violet, the sequel Do You Solemnly Swear? and the
third in her series, A Price for Genius.
www.LinWilder.com

